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We present an analytical treatment- of quadrupole mis-
alignment dfects for the Argonne Advanced Photon Source
(APS) 200— Ah. V electron lhiac. The results of numerical
modeling with TRANSPORT [lj are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The APS electron linac focusing system consists of three
magnetic quailmpole triplets to guide and focus a 1.7 .4
beam with linal energy of 201! MeV on a position produc-
tion target. Adequate positron yield requires a small elec-
tron beam eniittaiice which means that a beam size of less
than 3 mm must lie achieved at the positron production
target [2]. An off-centered electron beam at the tungesten
target will have at least two effects. First, it will cause
positron capture into the pulsed solenoid located immedi-
ately after the target to be deteriorated. Second, it will
produce wakeiields in the disk-loaded accelerating struc-
tures leading to emittance growth and beam breakup [3].
Il^re, we will only discuss the first, effect and give a crite-
rion on the beam cenl.roid variation in terms of positron
capture into the pulsed solenoid.

II. MAGNET DISPLACEMENT ERRORS

The equation of motion in the transverse plane in the
presence of a net displacement error 6, is

as- (1)

when? iP = -jj7 anil /' is the phase advance without space
charge and D is the length of the period. If the beam
is centered when it enters a misaligned magnet, then the
solution to equation (1) is obtained as

and

i:(s) = 6[l - cos K(S - Si)]

»•'{.$) = K6 sin K{S — Si).

(2)

(3)

At the end of the misaligned magnet period, the offsets of
the beam cenl.roid are given by

and

v/ = £[1 — cos KD]

r'tj = i;S sin KD

(4)

(5)
where D — $j — s,-.
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The beam ofTset produced is equivalent to an injection
error for the motion through the rest of the focusing sys-
tem. Thus, equations (4) and (-5) can be used as initial con-
ditions to describe the trajectory in the perfectly aligned
section beyond the displaced magnet [4]. The resulting
equation is

X = d[l — COS «(-5y — Si)]COS K[S - Sj) +

/rfsin K[SJ — s,-)sin K{$ — SJ) (fi)

K[S — SJ) — cos K(S — Sj)] (7)
or

with K =
as

x —

and sc = , equation (7) can be written

siii(gj{*-«e) (8)

If two adjacent magnets are misaligned by £j at posit ion
*i and by f2

 a ' position sn. the centroid trajectory down-
stream of the magnets can be written as

* = 2 i j sin — sin -=z{s — Sy) +
2 L/

_, , n . u
2»2 sin — sin -jr (s — sn ) (9)

For n successive misaligned magneto, one has

x= (10)
t = l

If the misalignment errors are known, one can calculate
both the displacement and slope of the beam centroid at
the end of the n magnet period. If the misalignment errors
are random, the displacement and slope of the cenlroid
trajectory through a system of n magnets are given as

.is I

and

D(OS{D)S fe
(12)

The square of (he amplitude of the beam oscillation after
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passage through it magnets is

rf= = T-' + {^)- =

' - 1

r

*
• *

(13)

After simplifying, this enn ho written as

(II)
For a set of n independent, identically distributed random
errors, the average of the distribution for each magnet is

ami

< />, >= (j for i= 1 n

< 6; >=< 62 > for i= I,..., n

Each possible set of the » magnets will give a different
value for d. Taking the average value over all sets gives

[6- p =

.so
< d1 >= 'Isiir —i? <62 >

or the rms value is

(15)

(16)

with

III. MAGNET ROTATION ERRORS

[f there are random errors in rotation of each magnet
about the axis of the fncusing channel, there will he trans-
verse amplitude growth. The change in transverse ampli-
tude (say in .r. r' phase space) is calculated by considering
the C'ouiaiil-Siiyder invariant, H>. defined as [5]

(17)

The change in II", for A successive magnets with rotation
error f*. is [5]

A=l

(18)

The change in radial amplitude is a maximum for the case
Ar = Ay = -fe, where ih^l.y = Aii«xH'r.v. Expressing

x. x', y. if in terms of the amplitude and phase of thi;
transverse oscillations, one obtains [5]

cil,, ^ 1 ^

is tlte sum of (he r and y starling phases. // is
the phase advance of either oscillation, and the subscript
or superscript A refers to the value at the A magnet. There
is a value of <io for which equation (19) is maximum. For
this value and with the assumption of uncorrelaled errors
<x. with rms value c. one lias [5j

(20)

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Misalignments of the electron linac focusing triplets were
studied using TRANSPORT [1]. Qiiadrupole triplets were
randomly misaligned (assuming a Gaussian distribution)
with crx.y — 0.3 nun and Oi'.,y = 2.0 mrad. Three
cases were considered: (1) lateral <Hs|>laceinent. (2) rota-
tion around the transverse axes, and (3) quadrupole lield
gradient errors.

Ten statistically independent sets of misaligned triplets
wore produced for each type of misalign men'. The per-
turbed trajectories were then calculated using TRANS-
PORT [1]. The mis deviations of the beam centroid along
the electron linac were calculated. Figures 1 and 2 illus-
trate the beam centroid fluctuation due to displacement
and rotation errors respectively.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The capture of the positrons into the pulsed solenoid lo-
cated after the positron production target depends on how
well the electron beam is centered on that target. If the
electron beam spot is displaced from the center of the tar-
get by Sp, in order to have a 90% capture, 8p should be
~ O.lrf (f/ = beam diameter). This criterion sets the lim-
its on the misalignment tolerances. Equation (16) shows
that the standard deviation is proportional to rms error
and grows as »-•. Figures 1 and 2 indicate this relation.
The simulations also show that the random qu.-ulriipole
displacement- errors have stronger effects than the rotation
errors. This is to be expected when the qtiadrupoles are
arranged as symmetric triplet. The magnetic field gradi-
ent, variation on iniadrupoles is specified to be better than
0.1%. Simulations indicate that no significant beam degra-
dation occurs at this tolerance level. .Simulations indicate
that a parallel displacement, error tolerance of 0.3 mm and
an axial rotation error tolerance of 2.0 mrnd are acceptable
(see Figures 3 and •!).
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rotational error
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